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Abstract
In the industrial sector, in order to increase the company's competitive profit and ratio, must
be able to suppress as much expenditure as possible. Product distribution is one of the
logistics processes in the industry which consumes the most costs. Products must be
distributed to customers in different locations and also with varying requests. The problem
belongs to Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) that is considered as one of the
complex combinatorial optimization problems included in the NP-Hard Problem category,
which is a problem that requires difficult computation and a lot of time along with the
increasing size of the problem data. So, in this study improvisation will be carried out in the
form of modifying the simulated annealing method to solve the combinatorial problem so
that the optimal distance in the case of distribution will be obtained. In addition, in this study
a comparison will be made between basic simulated annealing and also improved simulated
annealing. Based on the results of the research it is proven that Improved Simulated
Annealing can provide a better solution.
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INTRODUCTION
In the world of industrial business, one of the
activities carried out is product distribution to
customers. The challenge in distribution
activities is to deliver products to customers in
the right time and place [1]. Distribution is a
major part of logistics activities and is a key link
between industry and customers in supply chain
[2]. This requires handling in the form of
determining the right route to minimize costs
that will increase profits and the company's
competitive level [3].
In a distribution process activity, a vehicle is
needed to carry the product and distribute it to
several destination locations according to
customer demand. A vehicle has a certain
carrying capacity so that it will become a
problem in the implementation of distribution
management. In this case, the problem can be
called the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem
(CVRP), which is a problem in determining the
route of a vehicle that has a certain capacity in
the distribution process. For example the
distribution of goods at retail stores [4], motor
fuel [5], and distribution in the pharmaceutical
sector [6].
CVRP is a variation of the Vehicle Routing
Problem which is one of the many problems
studied in the field of operating research and
combinatorial optimization [7]. In addition,
CVRP is also one of the complex combinatorial
optimization problems belonging to NP-Hard
Problem, which is a problem whose solution
requires a difficult computational process and a
lot of time along with increasing data size
problems [8]. The complexity of the problem of
CVRP is finding a route solution for vehicles
that start and end in the warehouse and the
vehicle will only cross to the customer's location
once to distribute the goods and the total demand
does not exceed the vehicle's load capacity. The
objective function of CVRP is to minimize the
costs that will be incurred in product distribution
to all customers by finding optimal route
patterns that can minimize the distance traveled
so that all products can be distributed to
customers according to stochastic demand
efficiently. To solve CVRP problems based on
literature studies that have been done can be
solved with three methods of resolution, namely
exact, heuristic, and meta-heuristic [9]. The
exact way is to use all possible solutions by
doing mathematical and analytical calculations

[10]. So that by using the exact method can only
be used for a few problem data so that as the size
of the data increases the problem will be
increasingly difficult to do [5].
In this study will be used one of the local
search-based meta-heuristic methods that is
namely simulated annealing (SA) algorithm. SA
has also been implemented to determine the
optimal route in VRP cases such as Hybrid VRP
which produces an average standard deviation of
0.64% [11], also in the Open Location Routing
Problem (OLRP) problem [12], and multi-trip
task on VRPTW [13]. The advantage of SA
algorithm is that this method does not just throw
away a bad solution, but still accepts the solution
and provides an opportunity ratio for the
solution to be reused, so that these efforts can
reduce the possibility of being trapped in a local
optimum solution [14].
However, to produce a better value for a
minimum distance, it is necessary to improvise
on the Simulated Annealing method, because of
its tendency to be trapped in the local optima, so
to get the best performance from the simulated
annealing method, improvisation will be carried
out in this study as a modification on simulated
annealing in order to produce optimum solutions
in solving CVRP cases. In previous study
improved simulated annealing has been used for
solving Vehicle Routing Problem with Time
Windows (VRPTW) and produce a promising
result [15]. In this research in addition to using
the dataset by Augerat et al., (1995) which is a
popular dataset in the case of CVRP, in this
study the dataset used is the latest benchmark of
CVRP problems which includes various
characteristics of problems found in real
applications by Uchoa et al. (2016) with the
hope that the results of this study can contribute
to the completion of CVRP and be used as a
comparison for future research. The purpose of
this study is to obtain minimum value from the
total distance traveled by all vehicles in solving
the problem of CVRP.
The brief structure of this paper in part one is
the introduction for this research will be
conducted, in part two is a research method that
will present the methodology of this study, then
in next part we will explain the analysis of the
results in this study, the last are conclusions of
this research and suggestions for future work.
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Table 1. Research Dataset

RESEARCH METHOD
CVRP was first introduced by Dantzig and
Ramser (1959) [16]. CVRP is one of the
problems of VRP (Vehicle Routing Problem)
which is defined as a problem for determining
the optimal route for vehicles to carry out
distribution trips starting from the warehouse to
the customer's destination [9]. In CVRP, there
are several vehicles used and each vehicle has a
carrying capacity of goods, and after distributing
the vehicle will return to the warehouse. To
solve CVRP problems in this study simulated
annealing method will be used, and
improvisation methods will be used to improve
the performance of the method so that the
resulting solution is optimal. The methodology
in this study is presented in Figure 1.
On the issue of Capacitated Vehicle Routing
Problem (CVRP) in this study used several
popular datasets that are often used by
researchers as instances of problems in resolving
CVRP, namely the dataset by Augerat [17]. In
addition, this study will also use a dataset by
Uchoa [7] as the latest dataset of CVRP
problems that have higher complexity. In this
result and analysis chapter, a number of
experiments will be presented in the basic
simulated annealing method for computational
time and minimum distance that will be used as
a comparison with improved simulated
annealing which is the method proposed in this
study. In Table 1, a list of datasets that will be
used in this study is presented which have
previously been tested for validity using the
Pearson formula which produces a valid value.
In Table 1 there are a number of nodes which are
the number of locations of the problem domain,
the number of vehicles, the capacity of each
vehicle, and also the best known solution from
previous research.

Figure 1. Research Methodology

No.
1.

Problem
Domain

Number
of Nodes

Number
of
Vehicle

Vehicle
Capacity

32

5

100

A-n32-k51
1

2.

A-n80-k10

80

10

100

3.

A-n69-k9

1

69

9

100

4.

B-n31-k51

31

5

100

5.

1

50

7

100

B-n50-k7

1

6.

B-n78-k10

78

10

100

7.

E-n51-k51

51

5

8000

8.

P-n101-k41

101

4

400

9.

X-n200-k362

200

36

402

X-n359-k29

2

359

29

68

11.

X-n627-k43

2

627

43

110

12.

X-n876-k592

876

59

764

10.

1
2

= dataset by Augerat et al., (1995)
= dataset by Uchoa et al., (2016)

Determining the optimal route in the CVRP
case is depicted in a graph showing the route
pattern that will be passed by the vehicle
presented in Figure 1. In Figure 1 is a
visualization of the customer location that must
be visited by the vehicle symbolized by the
numbers 0 to 31 from problem domain A-n32k5. The depot position is symbolized by number
31, while the customer is 0-30.
In Figure 2 an example is given of applying
a route to a problem in the dataset A-n32-k5
based on the coordinates of position X and Y
generated by basic simulated annealing. The
pattern in the graph shows the route for the
vehicle in delivering the goods to the customer
based on the number of customer requests. The
route determination for CVRP completion in
this study was completed by using the simulated
annealing method. In addition, a comparison
between basic simulated annealing and
improved simulated annealing was carried out to
determine the performance of the best simulated
annealing method so that it could resolve CVRP
optimally. The purpose of this study is to get the
minimum total distance which calculate by
euclidean distance that must be passed by the
vehicle, which determines the distance in CVRP
influenced by the demand for each customer that
will be adjusted to the capacity of the vehicle. So
that the design method needed in this study is
simulated annealing to get a solution in the form
of an optimal route pattern that will produce a
minimum total distance.
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Figure 2. Example of Route Pattern
Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing (SA) is an opportunitybased meta-heuristic algorithm to solve
combinatorial optimization problems adapted
from metal or material cooling processes in
thermodynamics [18]. In accordance with the
opportunity-based concept, the bad solutions
found will not be immediately discarded, but
given the opportunity to be used as a solution.
As for a temperature T, the opportunities are
formulated according to the laws of
thermodynamics as follows in equation (1):
!(") = ! # $%/(&')

(1)

E is the energy used, and the value of k is
Boltzmann's constant, which is 1.3806488x1023
[19]. Simulated annealing parameters can be
analogous to the following:
· Physical Material, is a representation of
solutions.
· The energy used is an objective or cost value.
· Temperature, is a value that functions to
control parameters.
· Cooling Rate, is a value in the process of
decreasing the temperature whose function is
used to find out how quickly the final
solution can be obtained. Temperature
reduction can be analogous to the following
equation (2).
!

= "#

$

(2)

Information:
Tt = New temperature
T0 = Initial temperature
α = Reduction factor of temperature (α < 1)
The pseudocode of basic simulated annealing
for solving capacitated vehicle routing problem
in this research is as follows:

for temperature ( t, iteration)
newtemp = random * temperature
olddistances =
tourtodistance(tour,vehicle)
[i,j] = sorted(random.sample
(range(n),2))
newtour = tour[:i] + tour[j:j+1] +
tour[i+1:j] + tour[i:i+1] +
tour[j+1:]
newdistances =
tourtodistance(newtour,vehicle)
if math.exp((olddistances
newdistances)/temperature)>
random.randomtour =
copy.copy(newtour
bestdistances=copy.copy(newdista
nces)print(newdistances)
if (newdistances<olddistances):
temperature = newtemp

The step of basic simulated annealing
algorithm is declare below:
1. Initialize the initial variable

Initialize random numbers for the route
length (customer). Determine the value of the
initial temperature (T0) and the final
temperature (Tt) the maximum number of
iterations, the temperature reduction factor (α)
and the initial objective value (E) or
OldDistances.
2. Looking for new solutions
Looking for a new solution by generating
length (customer) with random numbers and
simultaneously calculating the objective value
of the new solution.
3. Evaluates Energy or Distances(E)
Evaluate the new solution using the
following evaluation formula in Equation (3).
%& = &(')*+ , - &(') ,

(3)

Information :
∆E
= Objective value difference
E(Xi+1)= Objective value of a new solution
E(Xi ) = Objective value of an initial solution

If the objective value of a new solution is
better than the objective value of the initial
solution then a new solution will be accepted.
However, if the opposite is the case, the new
solution is still considered to be accepted based
on the following probability formula in Equation
(4) :
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%&

(!") = # $ ' > *

(4)

Information :
T = Control parameter (Temperature)
r = Random value between 0 and 1.
4. Lower control parameters
After obtaining a new solution, the control
parameters are derived according to the formula
in equation (2).
Improved Simulated Annealing
Improvisation or modification of the
Simulated Annealing method is done to prevent
SA from being trapped in the local optima, it is
necessary to improvise on the SA method. One
form of modification has been proposed ny
Yuxin et al. which uses two stages in the
implementation
of
modified
simulated
annealing [20]. At the stage (1) the highest initial
temperature is taken and annealing concept from
Very Fast Simulated Annealing (VFSA) is
proposed by Li, Koike and Pathmathevan [21].
Stockhastic disturbance is used globally for
models that aim to find and lock the optimal
solution part. On the stage (2) the lowest initial
temperature is taken and also conducts a
stockhastic disturbance globally for the model,
which means there will be interference around
the model which aims to reduce the search space
when locking the optimal solution space to
improve the acceptance efficiency of the model.
In this research, improvisation of simulated
annealing algorithm is as follows:
The annealing plan of the simulated
annealing method in stage 1 is defined as
Equation (5):
,

+, (-) = +. /012345-6 7

The pseudocode of improved simulated
annealing is as follows :
for temperature ( t, iteration)
newtemp = random * temperature
olddistances =
tourtodistance(tour,vehicle)
[i,j] = sorted(random.sample
(range(n),2))
newtour = tour[:i] + tour[j:j+1] +
tour[i+1:j] +
tour[i:i+1] + tour[j+1:]
newdistances =
tourtodistance(newtour,vehicle)
if math.exp((olddistances- newdistances)/
temperature)>random.randomtour =
copy.copy(newtour)
bestdistances=copy.copy(newdistances)
print(newdistances)
if (newdistances<olddistances):
#annealing plan stage 1
c = rand(0,1)
np= rand(0,1)
for i in range(0,iterationmax)
k=i
temperature = temperature * math.exp(c*(k**1/np)
mintemp = 0.001
a = rand(0,1)
b = rand(0,1)
if (temperature<mintemp)
#annealing plan stage 2
for j in range (0, iterationmax)
temperature = temperature *
math.exp(-a*(j-(k/b)**1/2)))

Solution Representation
In this study the solution is represented as a
sequential number with the number of location
points for customers to visit. The numbers
generated randomly using the method used in
this study are Particle Swarm Optimization and
Simulated Annealing. The example of the
solution representation in the dataset A-n32-k5
is presented in Figure 3.

(5)

T0 is the initial temperature, k is the iteration
number, c is the value of the constant given, and
N is the number of inversion parameters. When
the temperature is less than the value of Te
specified, stage 2 will be carried out with the
Equation (6).
+8 (-) = +. /012349 :; 4

-. ,@8
? 7
<

(6)

k0 is the iteration number in stage 1, the β
factor increases in temperature. T and β have
values that are inversely proportional, when β is
small, then the value of T will be greater.

Figure 3. Example of Solution Representation
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In the Figure 3 the column with the yellow
block is an example of the route solution for the
first vehicle, as well as the next yellow block
until the last vehicle, while the column with gray
ash block shows the request for each location
that will be adjusted to the vehicle capacity.
Then, to calculate the total distance traveled on
a route, the Euclidean distance formula will be
used in equation (7).
!"#$%&'("#)*+ = % , -./ ! "# )$ + % &(' ! '# )$ (7)

Information :
xi,j = x position point i,j
yij = y position point i,j

RESULT AND ANALYSIS
In this section we will present the results and
analysis of the implementation of improved
simulated annealing and also basic simulated
annealing in solving CVRP cases using the
dataset presented in Table 1. To measure
whether the simulated annealing method that has
been improvised before has a good performance,
several test scenarios including benchmarking
are computation time and also the total
minimum distance that must be spent by the
vehicle on all routes that have been generated
previously. In Table 2 and Table 3, the results of
the experiment were carried out 5 times for the
completion of CVRP using a dataset A-n32-k5
which produced each computation time and
minimum total distance.
In Table 2 presented the computational
results of CVRP problems using basic annealing
that has been carried out experiments on the
number of iterations with each of them has been
carried out 5 times and from these results it can
be concluded that the more number of iterations
used will certainly increase computing time, but
with the addition of the number of iterations, it
will provide a better solution, namely the
minimum distance calculated using the
euclidean distance formula for the distance that
must be taken during the route that has been
generated using the basic simulated annealing
method. The results of these experiments are
presented in Table 3 which using dataset A-n32-k5.
In Table 3, it can be concluded that the more
iterations carried out will have an impact on the
minimum distance that must be taken by the
vehicle. In Table 4 the experimental results for
all domain problems used in this study will be

presented in Table 1 for computational time and
minimum distance based on the number of
iterations. The overall results of experiments on
all datasets used in this study are presented in
Table 4 with the number of iterations arranged
as many as 100000.
In addition to testing using simulated
annealing in CVRP cases, this study also tested
the improved simulated annealing method and
also looked at how the effect of method
modification on the solution to be produced was
minimizing the total minimum distance. Similar
to the previous basic simulated annealing test, a
number of iterations will be tested with 5 trials,
then it will be analyzed whether the number of
iterations also has a significant effect on the
solution obtained. The results of these tests on
computation time and also the results of the
solutions will be presented in Table 5 and Table
6 which also using dataset A-n32-k5.
In Table 5 it can be seen that the more
iterations performed will certainly increase
computational time, but the increase in
computational time will also have an impact on
the best solutions produced, which as presented
in Table 6.
In Table 6, it can also be proven that as the
number of iterations increases, the best solution
is produced, testing for the entire dataset is
shown in Table 7.
Table 2. The result using Basic SA on
Computational Time
No

Iteration
(num)

Time(s)
1

...

5

Average
Time(s)

Min
Time
(s)

1

100

0,186

...

0,185

0,184

0,180

2

1000

0,488

...

0,480

0,498

0,480

3

10000

3,795

...

3,785

3,786

3,754

4

100000

36,739

...

36,44

36,519

36,346

Table 3. The Result using basic SA on
Distance Value
No

Iteration
(num)

Best Distances
1

...

5

Average
Distance

Min
Distance

1

100

1976

...

2110

2082,4

1976

2

1000

1560

...

1590

1524,8

1336

3

10000

1174

...

1162

1132,8

1102

4

100000

1112

...

1092

1111,2

1070
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Table 4. The Result using basic SA for the
whole dataset
Problem
Domain

Basic Simulated Annealing

Table 7. The Result using improved SA for the
whole dataset
Problem
Domain

Basic Simulated Annealing
Average
Time(s)

Minimum
Time(s)

Average
Distance

Minimum
Distance

A-n32-k51

49,817

49,606

1111,2

1070

2634

A-n80-k101

108,774

108,413

2674,8

2634

1787,6

1698

A-n69-k91

98,759

96,739

1787,6

1698

49,055

726,4

708

B-n31-k51

49,611

49,055

726,4

708

72,960

72,279

1135,6

1022

B-n50-k71

72,960

72,279

1135,6

1022

B-n78-k101

107,333

106,298

1921,2

1850

B-n78-k101

107,333

106,298

1921,2

1850

E-n51-k51

71,451

70,550

818,4

754

E-n51-k51

71,451

70,550

818,4

754

P-n101-k41

124,725

124,037

1375,2

1308

P-n101-k41

124,725

124,037

1375,2

1308

X-n200-k362

277,923

276,503

64670

63658

X-n200-k362

277,923

276,503

64670

63658

X-n359-k292

433,541

421,82

100213,6

98740

X-n359-k292

433,541

421,82

100213,6

98740

X-n627-k432

723,582

721,171

140624,4

138304

X-n627-k432

723,582

721,171

140624,4

138304

X-n876-k592

856,424

711,408

238497

235140

X-n876-k592

856,424

711,408

238497

235140

Average
Time(s)

Minimum
Time(s)

Average
Distance

Minimum
Distance

A-n32-k51

49,817

49,606

1111,2

1070

A-n80-k101

108,774

108,413

2674,8

A-n69-k91

98,759

96,739

B-n31-k51

49,611

B-n50-k71

100

0,367

...

0,332

0,401

0,332

2

1000

2,408

...

2,439

2,441

2,369

Best Distance

3

10000

22,980

...

22,438

22,405

22,089

4

100000

223,655

...

225,465

223,443

219,396

Time(s)
No

Iteration

(num)
1

...

5

Average
Time(s)

Min
Time (s)

Table 6. The Result using Improve SA on
Distance Value
Iteration

(num)
1

...

5

Average
Distance

Min
Distance

1

100

1860

...

1792

1842,8

1780

2

1000

1414

...

1372

1374

1284

3

10000

1190

...

1116

1140

1100

4

100000

1054

...

1070

1083,6

1054

Basic SA
Improved SA

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
1

Best Distances
No

Total Minimum Distance

1

After testing basic SA and also improved SA,
in Figure 4 and Figure 6 a graph will be
displayed from the results of the best distance
generated by each method, so that it can be seen
how much influence modification on simulated
annealing can have an impact on the results of
the CVRP case.

Table 5. The Result using improved SA on
computational time

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Number of Problem Domain

Figure 4. Comparison of Best Distance for
Augerat dataset
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Computational Time Result Basic SA
Improved SA
300

Total Time(s)

250
200
150
100

CONCLUSION

50
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Number of Problem Domain

Figure 5. Comparison of Computational time
result for Augerat dataset

Total Minimum Distance

Best Distance

Basic SA
Improved SA

250000
200000
150000
100000
50000
0
1

2

3

4

Number of Problem Domain

Figure 6. Comparison of Best Distance for
Uchoa dataset
Computational Time Result

Basic SA
Improved SA

2500
2000

Total Time(s)

Based on Figure 4, 5, 6 and 7, it can be seen
that Improvisation on the simulated annealing
method has a significant effect on the time of
rotation, but also can produce a better solution
than basic simulated annealing.

1500
1000
500

In this study a solution has been made to the
case of the Capacitated Vehicle Routing
Problem (CVRP) using the Simulated
Annealing (SA) method. To get the best
performance
from
the
SA
method,
improvisation was done in this study in the form
of modifications to the SA method by making 2stage modifications using the annealing plan.
Based on the test results, a comparison between
the basic method and improved simulated
annealing has been carried out in 100000
iterations to obtain optimal results. The
comparison shows that improvisation in the SA
method had a significant impact with the
increase in the best minimum distance. For
further research, a comparison can be made
between the SA method and other heuristic
methods to prove the heuristic method that is
most suitable for solving CVRP cases.
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